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THE DECEPTION OF THE SO-CALLED ‘ISLAAHI’ JALSAH

“Please comment on this week’s Durban Islaahi Jalsa. For me as well as for many others
something seems amiss with this type of ‘islaahi’ jalsah. This type of programmed was unknown
to the Mashaa-ikh and our Deoband Akaabir.

If the jalsa was to discuss very complicated fiqhi matters, an ulama program may still be argued
though questionable even then? (It is not only questionable. It is in total conflict with the
mubaarah and nooraani tareeqah which the Ulama-e-Haqq have inherited from the Salafus
Saaliheen – from the age of the Sahaabah. It is also in conflict with the tareeqah of our Akaabir
Mashaa-ikh and Ulama. Matters of Ilm are not discussed and solved in western-style stupid
conferences and merrymaking parties where every wayward molvi pats himself on the back for
the silly presentation of a silly ‘paper’ in silly western style. They are all aping the kuffaar and
following the Yahoiod and Nasaara right into the ‘lizard’s hole’. – The Majlis)

However everyone is in need of islah and "koonu ma as saadiqeen", especially the awaam
(the masses), not only the ulama.
(In fact, the Ulama are more in need of islaah than the awaam. The condition of the molvis and
even the khaanqah sheikhs is absolutely rotten to the core. But they are completely blind to
their putrid state, hence they promote themselves as paragons of virtue. The very designation
‘islaahi jalsah’ is laughable for its stupidity and lamentable for its nafsaaniyat. – The Majlis)
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The awaam are to be addressed by relative youngsters (some of whom probably in need of
islah themselves) while the ulama are to be addressed by two senior people depriving the
awaam of the benefit of the latter.

(All of us are in dire need of islaah of the nafs. But the ‘youngsters’ you have referred to are
morons with bloated nafs embarking on a silly ‘islaahi’ programme which only further bloats their
nafs with kibr, ujub and riya. The ‘seniors’ you have mentioned may be senior in age. But in Ilm
and the realm of Taqwa, they are novices dwelling in the deception of being kaamil
shaikhs.—The Majlis)

This was never the way of our Hadrat Masihullah (Rahmatullah alaih).

(Yes, it never was his method nor the method of Hadhrat Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanvi, nor the
tareeqah of our Akaabireen nor the tareeqah of the Salafus Saaliheen. The way which these
moron molvis and crank sheikhs of the mock khaanqahs have adopted is the way of the Yahood
and Nasaara.- The Majlis)

I recall once in Verulam, a senior Moulana requested Hadrat Masihullah for an “ulama
program”. His response was "Hamaarakaam Taalib-e- Saadiq se hai", i.e. Our concern is with
sincere/honest Seekers of Islaah.

We supplement your recollection with our own experience. When Hadhrat Masihullah
–Rahmatullah alayh – was in South Africa, Marhoom Maulana A.H.Omarjee –Rahmatullah
alayh – asked this writer (of The Majlis) to request Hadhrat to have a bayaan specifically
for the Ulama. Maulana Omarjee Sahib could not muster up the courage to approach Hadhrat
Masihullah directly, hence he asked this student of Hadhrat Masihullah.
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I made the request as Maulana Omarjee Sahib had asked. Hadhrat Masihullah’s response
was: “I am not in that category. The bayaan will be for all and sundry. The Ulama may also sit in
the bayaan.”

Bayaan specifically for ulama from which the awaam are excluded is shaitaaniyat and
nafsaaniyat. What do these moron molvis and quack sheikhs think of themselves? Takabbur
percolates from their every pore. They are satanically bloated with the nafs, hence they seek
special status. Let them know that according to the Mashaaikh, as long as a man does not
genuinely, emotionally and consciously feel and believe that he is more contemptible than a
dog, then he should know that he suffers with the malady of kibr.

It often happens here that a senior pious person (e.g. Mufti Khanpuri, Khalifa of Mufti Mahmoud
al Hasan Gangohi (Rahmatullah alaih ) from abroad comes for only one day and there is only
one program - for the ulama. Mufti Razaaul Haq was here recently and again there was only
one program for Ulama only. The awaam get deprived. Surely this is a kind of bidah? (Yes, in
the roohaani realm – in the Path of Tasawwuf, it is a despicable bid’ah. But these seniors too
are astray. They allow themselves to be led on by the noose by their moron so-called ‘mureeds’
who have no understanding of Sulook. For them Tasawwuf is to have singing sessions in the
Musaajid – sessions which they call halqah thikr. The seniors are much responsible for the
moral corruption of their underlings. Even the seniors are lacking in the understanding of Sulook
and Tasawwuf, hence they tag along with moron mureeds and molvis who are unable to
differentiate between right and left. –The Majlis)

In the talk by Mufti Razaaul Haq, in a darul uloom near Masjid Hilal, he spoke in Arabic and his
whole talk was on explaining the Hadith Musalsal (about having mercy on the creation..... ); the
five Ahaadith which Imam Abu Hanifa (Rahmatullah alaih) and the four Ahaadith which Imaam
Ahmad (Rahmatullah alaih) had both said are the crux of the Deen
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From such a talk the whole Ummah could have benefitted, not only the "ulama". They could
have had the talk in Musjidul Hilal with a translation for the illiterate awaam like us at the back!
It’s almost as if a priesthood (guroparasti) has developed. And instead of islah of the ulama,
such programs may be enhancing a feeling amongst them as being a class of their own?

(Your observations and comments are correct. The molvis of today, including the seniors, are
like the ulama of Bani Israaeel who pillaged and plundered the Deen. They want to be an ‘elite’
class on their own whilst in reality they are deviates, morons and slaves of the nafs, and this
includes the seniors of this day. They all dwell in jahaalat. Shaitaan has really succeeded in
duping them and misleading them from Siraatul Mustaqeem.

There are some other things I heard from Hadrat Masihullah (Rahmatullah alaih) about these
kind of issues, in his majaalis which maybe I will note down and send to you, Insha-Allah.” (End
of the Brother’s letter and lament).

FURTHER COMMENT BY THE MAJLIS

We are in agreement with you. The so-called ‘islaahi’ programme is in fact a snare of Iblees
who has roped in all these molvis for giving expression to nafsaani programmes absolutely
devoid of roohaaniyat and valid naseehat. This programme is another stupid talk-shop, feasting
and merrymaking. They have all the time and money to squander on such outings whilst the
Ummah is ablaze with misery, poverty and ignorance. These chaps only eat, make merry, pat
themselves on the back and excrete. The whole miserable suffers from the disease of bloated
nafs – ujub, riya and takabuur.
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The very methodology of the so-called islaahi programme is in complete contradiction of the
simple Tareeqah which has come down to us from the age of the Sahaabah. These molvis
have modelled their deceptive ‘islaahi’ programme in the light of western style programmes.
They are dwelling in self-deception.

Anyhow, in terms of Rasulullah’s prediction pertaining to the deviance and satansim and dajjaali
yat
of
molvis and shaikhs of times in proximity to Qiyaamah, such
nafsaaniyat
is to be expected, and it will be on the increase. Thirteen centuries ago, Hadhrat Sufyaan Thauri
(Rahmatullah alayh) said that such a massive, gaping hole of fitnah has opened up in the
Ummah through which a whole ocean of evil rages, and no one can now prevent this, That was
13 hundred years ago. What inference should we draw for the fitnah of today – the fitnah which
these wayward molvis/sheikhs are promoting?

Our article on the miscreant khaanqah molvis shall, Insha-Allah, be on our website soon. It
explains the shaitaaniyat of these unqualified ‘khalifahs’ and mock khaanqahs.

May Allah Ta’ala keep us all on Siraatul Mustaqeem. May He save us from the evils of the nafs
and the snares of Iblees.

7 Rabiyuth Thaani 1440 -15 December 2018
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